
Reception at Hartwell Primary School

Wednesday 8th June 2022



Who are we in Class R?

Mr Mallard – Class Teacher

Mrs Newcombe – Teaching Assistant

Mrs Powell – Teaches once a week



What do we offer in Class R?

A full day of activities and 
experiences all linked to 
the Early Learning Goals 

(ELGs) right from the 
moment that the children 
walk in through the door.

Opportunities to apply 
learning and skills into 

different contexts 
(continuous provision, 

group and 1:1 activities 
with an adult).

Experiences linked to the 
wider world (e.g. Chinese 

New Year).

A high quality provision 
that focuses on 

independence and growth 
mindset.

Opportunities to develop 
knowledge and skills to 
encourage successful 

application of real-life 
skills.



The Early Learning Goals (ELGs)

The ELGs are statutory 

expectations that 

underpins all of Early 

Years across the country.

We cover these through 

whole class and group 

activities but most 

importantly through our 

learning environment 

across the academic 

year.

This underpins majority 

of our learning, but it is 

not all of what our 

learning is about!



How do we 

provide 

opportunities 

for learning in 

Class R?

 Adult-based activities – whole class and 

group. 

 Continuous provision, both indoors and 

outdoors, allowing opportunities to learn 

through play and exploration, as well as 

apply newly-learnt knowledge and skills.

 Independent tasks that children are asked 

to complete within the week.

 Interventions to support individual needs, 

catch-up or progress skills further.

 Wider-curricular activities – this includes 

opportunities for assemblies, working with 

other year groups, Sports Day and trips.

 Experience Days – we celebrate different 

festivals or have a topic or skill focus day.



Adult-based activities

 Most activities are group-based (6-8 children), led by an adult. We focus on new 

or a reinforcement of knowledge and skill. This adult will be me/Mrs Powell 

(once a week) and Mrs Newcombe and last around 15 minutes.

 Some activities are whole-class based. These often last about 10-15 minutes 

upon transition, and increase at the year goes on.

 Phonics is taught daily through our 'Read Write Inc.' scheme of work. We start 

off as a whole class and then after Christmas, we will split into two groups. 

 PE is taught twice a week and includes inside and outside opportunities.

 Although some work is paper-based, children learning through play and 

curiosity is at the heart of everything that we do.



Continuous Provision

 We have indoor and outdoor activities set-up that serve two purposes: 

to reinforce and revisit learnt skills and knowledge and to foster the 

children's independence, imagination and creativity through play.

 Indoors we have dedicated zones for learning. They are: Maths; Arts & 

Crafts, Writing Table; Role-Play; Reading Corner; Topic Table; Calm 

Corner; and Small World. In addition to this, we have our carpet spaces 

too.

 Outdoors we have: Water Tray; Mud Kitchen; Messy Tray; House; Tuff 

Trays; Science Station; Reading Tent; Maths Table; ‘Outdoor Classroom’; 

Themed reading area and Gross Motor opportunities. We are also 

working on a nature area for outdoor area.



Reading
 We look to develop and foster a love of reading 

for pleasure in our school and classrooms.

 We follow 'The Simple View of Reading' - good 

comprehension links to good word recognition 

which in turn contributes to more effective 

writing.

 At school, children have access to reading daily 

via lessons and continuous provision. Our topics 

weekly link to a text that we read and explore in 

greater depth to build comprehension and 

vocabulary.

 We also link our role-play area to a specific book 

or theme.

 Children are given reading books to read at 

home – these are linked to their reading level. 

We aim to read with the children once a week 

one-to-one.

 The children also visit the school library once a 

week. They choose and take their book home to 

share with you.



Phonics & Writing

 Phonics is taught daily via 'Read Write Inc.’ lessons and 

activities.

 This involves learning individual sounds (graphemes, digraphs 

and trigraphs) and the letter formation (phonemes), and then 

being able to blend them together to successfully read. 

Children are also able to look at a word and decode it – this 

means breaking the word up into its individual sounds.

 Children then apply these skills into wider reading and spelling 

for writing.

 Children are introduced and taught how to write for a range of 

purposes, applying these skills to successfully be confident 

writers expressing their ideas on paper for specific purposes 

(including for pleasure!)

Fred Talk – saying the 

individual sounds 

(grapheme).

Fred Fingers – each 

finger represents a 

grapheme, digraph or 

trigraph.



Our 

Classroom

Carpet spaces & Table work.

Specific activity zones (as mentioned previously) inside and outside.

Curiosity Cube – this links to our topic and allows the children to explore 
specific objects relating to our topic. 

Drawer space, book-bag boxes and pegs to encourage independence and 
responsibility.

Independent jobs (e.g. making sure our cloak room is tidy).

Toilets and sinks.

Water bottle trolley – the children do learn how to fill these up 
themselves – with snack on offer throughout the day from playtime 
onwards.



Example of a day in Class R

 8.45-8.55: Morning arrival – belongings away independently, then letter/word practice.

 8.55-9.10: Register, Calendar and Talk Time.

 9.10-9.30: Phonics & Handwriting.

 9.30-10.10: Group Activities split across the morning; continuous provision.

 10.10-10.30: Assembly (introduced after the October half-term).

 10.30-11.00: Playtime.

 11.00-11.05: Milk and activity.

 11.05-11.50: Group Activities split across the morning; continuous provision.

 11.50-1.15: Lunch & playtime.

 1.15-1.45: Register and Daily Maths.

 1.45-2.20: Group Activities split across the afternoon; continuous provision.

 2.20-2.30: Daily Mile.

 2.30-3.00: Whole class session – often Reading/PSHE/Science/Gross Motor/Circle 

Time/Drama/Music/Computing.

 3.00-3.20: Story Time, Show & Tell and Home time.

Every day is different!!!

PE happens twice a week, 

taking the time of one group 

activity session.

RE is taught by Mrs Powell.



Topics

 Topic maps will be sent out at the start of the term to let you know what will be 

covered.

 AUTUMN 1 – All About Me!

 AUTUMN 2 – Let’s Celebrate!

 SPRING 1 – Exploring Space.

 SPRING 2 – Superheroes Around Us.

 SUMMER 1 – Growth.

 SUMMER 2 – All Around The World.



How is evidence recorded?

 We use an online journal for recording ‘WOW’ moments and some specific 

subject-related tasks. 

 Adults record commentary from groups/whole class sessions. 

 Work-based evidence. Children have Writing books, as well as a folder for any 

independent work.

 Floor Books – Any whole-class learning is recorded in a large sketchbook 

(photos, teacher comments).

 Assessments – These are termly and involve the statutory baseline assessment, 

phonics ‘sound checks’, independent writing and Maths problem-solving. These 

are done 1-to-1 and are made to feel as if they are part of the normal activities. 



Communication

Diary (e.g. recording a message about reading).

Online journal for observations (school and home).

Dojo – class or individual messages.

My email – smallard@hartwell.school

Important and urgent messages should be directly done through the school 
office. This includes for any arrangements of medical appointments, 
lateness or changes to pick-up in the afternoon.

We do provide opportunities for parents/carers to come in – this may 
include reading or a celebration of a specific part of our learning.

You will be sent an 

invitiation in September 

for our online journal & 

Dojo.

mailto:smallard@Hartwell.school


Helping your child at home and school
 Listen and talk about school with your child. Every day in school is an extremely busy one and your 

child will be full of new ideas and experiences they want to share with you. It can be helpful to ask 

questions to help them focus, for example, ‘what was your favourite thing you did today?’ or ‘what was 

today’s sound?’ 

 Please read with your child as often as you can. Ideally this should be at least 3 times a week. Sharing a 

book with your child helps to foster a love of reading. 

 During the Autumn Term school will provide a parent session on how to support your child’s reading 

skills and writing session. 

 Please maintain regular contact with us. The school/home diary - this is used as a diary of your child’s 

reading progress as well as via Dojo and our online journal. Please write a brief note in it each time 

you read with your child, noting something they did really well, or something they found a challenge. 

 We use ‘Read, Write, Inc Phonics’ in school so if you are on the look-out for phonics ideas use your 

preferred search engine to look for this. 

 Keep us informed of any changes e.g. personal (change of telephone numbers), medical and social 

that may have an effect on your child in school. 

 Support your child with getting changed – we use a hoop to place clothes in and encourage button 

and zip practise too!

 Please help your child with any tasks they bring home with them. 

 If you do have anything you want to discuss please do not hesitate to telephone the school office, 

send a message via Dojo or pop by after school to make an appointment to see your child’s class 

teacher.



Preparing for September – Key Skills

 Getting dressed.

 Putting on/taking off clothes in an effective order.

 Doing up zips and buttons.

 Turning clothes the right way when it is ‘inside out’.

 Putting on and taking off coats, gloves and hats.

 Writing and spelling name.

 Learning how to use cutlery and scissors, as well as holding a pencil in a tripod position.

 Beginning to learn the sounds (packs are given on Transition Days).

 Beginning to recognise numerals and making amounts.

 Learning to tidy up.

 Hand-washing and self toileting.

 Completing a task (as your child to work on a short task and encourage them to keep going 
until they have finished it).

There are some key skills we would like your child to have 

developed before coming into school. These are very simple 

things used in everyday life and will help make coming to school 

a smooth process. 



Your child will be very excited about starting school, but 

also may feel a little apprehensive about what will happen 

each day. It will help them if you: 

1. Speak to them enthusiastically about school 

2. Help your child make a friend – so they have a familiar 

face to look out for at school. 

3. Read stories about going to school. 

4. Encourage reading, writing and number activities as 

part of your daily play 

5. Play’ schools at home – role play is a very effective way 

of helping your child to understand what will happen. 

Preparing for September – Getting Ready



Thank you for listening.

We look forward to seeing you soon!

My email: smallard@hartwell.school


